__ is the fictional planet created by Anne McCaffrey
Maurice Sendak wrote about Where The __ Things Are
He wrote Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso in the Divine Comedy
Asgard is the realm of the gods in __ Mythology
Annwn is the land of souls that have departed in __ Mythology
Dreamland is the place you visit when you are __
King Arthur is said to be buried on this mythical isle
The land reached through the wardrobe in C.S. Lewis’ classic tales
Thomas More coined the term __ to describe an ideal civilization
Where King Arthur and Guinevere lived
The Greeks considered the __ Fields to be paradise in the afterlife
__ City is the capital of the land of Oz
Name of the mountain in Greek Mythology where the gods lived
This city is said to have sunk beneath the sea
__ is the fictional realm created by Ursula K. Le Guin
__ is a mythical city were there is an abundance of gold and jewels
Many early explorers believed the __ of Youth was in the New World
J.K. Rowling’s school for witchcraft and wizardry
In Gulliver's Travels this land was inhabited by very small people
In Christianity, the Garden of Eden is considered the original __
He lives in Neverland along with Tinker Bell and the Lost Boys
__ is set in a galaxy far, far away
Long John Silver was looking for __ Island
Odin’s hall in Norse Mythology where those slain in battle are welcomed
Jack Skellington is the leader of __ Town
A fictional, isolated utopia associated with the Himalayan mountains
Alice went down the rabbit hole to here
__-__ was created by JRR Tolkien and put on film by Peter Jackson